
Danfoss Optyma Instructions
Optyma Plus™ – the low-noise packaged condensing units for quick installation. As standard we
supply the compressor with acoustic insulation, fan-speed. Optyma™ Slim Pack is the new cost-
effective packaged condensing unit with a new condenser technology - Micro Channel Heat
Exchanger. Danfoss has.

The OPTYMA™ Controls are particularly suitable for the
OPTYMA™ and OPTYMA PLUS™ condensing units from
Danfoss but are also compatible with other.
The main concept of the Optyma™ Blue Star condensing units is the extended capacity range with
dual-fan condenser. To fulfil customer demand we have. The design concept of the Optyma™
condensing units is optimisation, with newly designed single or two fan units, with standard or
enlarged condenser (for high. R404A/R507 are the main refrigerants for MBP commercial
refrigeration. Optyma™ condensing units can work from -30°C up to +10°C (from -22F up to
+50F).

Danfoss Optyma Instructions
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The AK-RC 101 OPTYMA™ Control single-phase is a new control panel
for cold Product manual/ Service manual, French, OPTYMA Control -
Monophase. The Optyma™ Compact Line for low-temperature
applications is widely used in cold rooms to freeze, commercial
refrigerators and freezers, display windows.

Danfoss highly efficient and easy to install condensing unit ranges
Optyma™, Optyma™ Slim Pack and Optyma Plus™ New Generation are
designed to fit. R404A/R507 are the main refrigerants for LBP commercial
refrigeration. Optyma™ condensing units can work down to -45°C (-49F)
evaporating temperature. With its long-life compressor, acoustic insulation
and intelligent fan speed reduction during low capacity operation, the
Optyma Plus™ New Generation.
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Pressure operated water valves are used for
regulating the flow of water in refrigeration
plants with water-cooled condensers. The
waterRead more.
The AK-RC 103 OPTYMA™ Control three-phase is a controller for
refrigeration systems with a three-phase compressor or for controlling the
three-phase. Optyma™ standard condensing units with R134a can be used
in general MBP applications with display cabinets, bottle coolers, cold
rooms, air conditioning. Only Optyma Plus™ condensing units with
Danfoss Maneurop reciprocating compressors can be used with R407C.
The evaporating temperature range is. Optyma Slim Pack: a compact, light
and reliable packaged condensing unit, easy to install and to handle for 2- 7
HP MBP and 15-6HP LBP refrigeration. Optyma™ Compact Line
condensing units for R22 can be used in MBP applications. Cold rooms,
milk cooling and air conditioning are the most frequently used. The main
concept of the Optyma™ Compact Line condensing units is compactness
with a single-fan condenser. To fulfil customer demand we have
developed.

The AK-RC 103 OPTYMA™ Control three-phase is a controller for
Product manual/ Service manual, French, OPTYMA Control - Triphasé
AK-RC 103.

FCPL, a company specializing in professional refrigeration and air
conditioning equipment, has installed three Danfoss Optyma Plus™ units,
paired.

AKA4460. M2FHA049. UF112HBX. UT6213ZA. CUA0050.
UCGC0055RW. 114N2025. AKA7437. M2FH0056. UT6217E. AKA4476.
UT6215Z. Danfoss Optyma.



The design concept of the Optyma™ condensing units is optimisation, with
newly designed single or two fan units, with standard or enlargedRead
more.

Optyma™ Blue Star with R134a can be used in general MBP applications
with display cabinets, petrol forecourt sites, cold rooms, air conditioning.
Find all available products within the Danfoss refrigeration and air
conditioning range that covers all the applications within the refrigeration
industry. There are some Optyma™ Compact Line units which are used
with R22 for LBP applications. According to legislation the usage of R22 is
limited or even. (online) Available at:
danfoss.com/United_Kingdom/Products/Categories/Detail/CC/Condensing-
units/Optyma-Plus/Optyma-Plus-R404AR507LBP/.

Optyma Plus™ New Generation is another step forward in energy
efficiency, plug and play, low noise and robustness. As standard it is
equipped with a scroll. The main applications for condensing units are air
conditioning, process cooling and water chillers. Only Optyma™
condensing units with Danfoss Maneurop. Optyma Plus New Generation
combined with the Optyma Control takes silent operation.
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Directions Optyma™ Slim Pack, Optyma Plus™, Optyma Plus™ New Generation, Optyma
Optyma™ Slim Pack with R404A/R507 is an outdoor solution.
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